
Day in Court
Week 5 + 6

Set Up
Guild Lawyer models are considered to have the Mercenary Characteristic during this Scenario. Place a 50mm 
impassable Judge Marker in the center of the board. This counts as the Strategy. Players randomly determine 
Schemes as normal.

Deployment
This scenario uses Flank Deployment.

Special
During this Scenario, non-Peon models have access to the following Actions until a model deals damage to an 
enemy model with an Attack Action, at which point the judge begins to panic at the sudden eruption of violence 
around him: 

• (1) Litigate (Ca 6 / Rst: Wp / Rg: 12): Target gains the following Condition for the rest of the game: “Fees +1: 
After completing an Attack Action which dealt damage to another model, this model suffers +1 damage.”

• (1) Approach the Bench (Ca 6 / Rst: Wp / Rg: 12): Target enemy character is pushed its Walk directly 
toward the Judge Marker.

 
At the end of the turn, every model within 3” of the Judge Marker takes damage equal to the value of its Fees Condition.

The Judge Marker begins the game unswayed by either Crew. A model within 1” of the Judge Marker may take 
a (1) Interact Action to sway the Judge to its Crew. The Judge Marker can only be swayed to one Crew at a time.

Victory
The first crew to suffer damage from an enemy’s Attack Action scores 3 VP. At the end of every turn after the first, Judge 
Marker awards 1 VP to whichever Crew has currently swayed it. A Crew may score up to 6 VP from this scenario.

Shifting Loyalties
If this scenario is being played as part of a Shifting Loyalties Campaign, the first Crew to suffer damage from an 
enemy’s Attack Action gains 6 Scrip. The player that lost this scenario may add a Guild Lawyer to their Arsenal. It 
may be hired regardless of Faction or other restrictions.

Description
Transformed into a wolf-beast by the Order of the Chimera, the Self-Righteous Man has been captured by the 
Guild. Now his fate depends upon how well he can defend himself against the Guild’s corrupt legal system. He’s 
been studying legal texts in an attempt to create a defense, but why roll the dice on a judge’s decision when you 
could just bribe him and guarantee a victory?

Fortunately, there are plenty of registered barristers willing to hire their talents out to those who intend to purchase 
the Self-Righteous Man’s freedom (and with it, hopefully, his loyalty).
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The self-righteous man will undergo the following changes, depending upon which Faction wins this scenario:

• Guild: The Righteous Man’s legal preparations impress the judge, who moves to dismiss the case despite 
all the evidence accumulated against him. Afterwards, the prosecutor, hidden behind her fox mask, 
approaches him and offers him a position on her legal team. He accepts, only to learn after the fact 
that her “legal team” is actually a group of thugs and assassins that deal with troublesome evidence and 
witnesses in order to help her win cases. Though initially skeptical of the work, he quickly grows to enjoy 
it, as it allows him to unleash the wolf-beast within him and feast without fear of legal repercussions. His 
fellow thugs encourage him to “take his time” with his prey, and soon he’s learned how to sadistically drag 
out the murders in order to make his desperate victims give up their confidants or whatever evidence they 
may have stashed away.

• Resurrectionists: The man’s case was good, but the money paid to him by the Resurrectionists – mostly 
obtained through pawned jewelry and other items looted from the dead – is better. The self-righteous 
man meets his end on the branch of a Hanging Tree. That night, his eyes snap open as he claws his way 
out from his shallow grave, only to find a distinguished gentleman in a top hat waiting for them. The 
gentleman attempts to force the man to follow him, but instead of bowing his head, the man transforms 
into a decaying wolf-creature and lunges at his would-be master. Realizing that he’s caught a far greater 
prize than expected, the gentleman apologizes for the miscommunication and offers to help the man 
adjust to his new-found lifestyle as a wolf. The man refuses at first, until the necromancer promises plenty 
of fresh meals to fill his belly, which draws a stomach rumble from the wolf-things memory of hunger.

• Arcanists: The M&SU sends Amina Naidu to defend the Self-Righteous Man in court. Her legal expertise 
(and some hefty bribes from her Arcanist associates) ensures that the man is cleared of all charges 
on account of being under the influence of a magical spell at the time and thus acting out of duress. 
Afterwards, she notes that the preparatory work he did on the case was quite good and convinces him to 
work with her as a solicitor for the Union. Eager to learn more about the strange powers he’s developing, 
the Self-Righteous Man begins studying various academic texts night and day in preparation for the 
complicated bar exam. 

• Neverborn: The Guild lawyers seem to be working at cross-purposes throughout the entire trial, much to 
the confusion of the Self-Righteous Man. In the end, however, the judge finds him innocent of all charges 
and the man is escorted from the courtroom by Guild guardsmen who lead him to the private office of a 
lawyer in an owl mask. The lawyer applauds the man for having stumbled upon the first of the many laws 
that govern the world and invites the man to join him for dinner… which turns out to be the prosecutor 
who failed to convict him. As they feast on her flesh, the lawyers promises to teach the man how to use the 
magic he’s discovered to influence the minds of others… just as soon as he signs a contract of employment 
with the Governor’s Secretary.
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• Outcasts: Midway through his trial, the judge becomes violently ill and collapses to the ground, a victim 
of the plague. Guild officials quickly clear the room, awarding the man a hasty pardon in order to get 
him and his guards away from the dying judge. The Self-Righteous Man only has a few hours to enjoy his 
freedom, however, as he’s visited by a horde of rats in the middle of the night. Panicking, the man assumes 
his wolf-form, tearing into the rodents with tooth and claw. Despite his furious assault, however, the rats 
manage to bite him over and over again, inflicting a number of small wounds that gradually become 
infected. The wolf-creature begins frothing at the mouth from the sickness they carry, and though his 
healing abilities seem to keep the worst of the diseases in check, his saliva is now seeping with all manner 
of foul contagions.

• Gremlins: Still drunk on the moonshine given to him by the Gremlins, the judge declares the man 
innocent of all charges before passing out at his desk. In celebration, two of the Gremlins (cleverly 
disguised as a single human by standing on each other’s shoulders and wearing a tall coat) meet with the 
man outside the court house. After explaining what they did, they say that he can return the favor by 
helping them win back their boss’s Soulstone cache, which they lost gambling at a human casino. Feeling 
in debt to the Gremlins for helping to save his life, he agrees to their proposition and goes to the casino. 
While there, the man realizes that his newfound understanding of rules and laws also applies to the laws of 
gambling and probability. In a short time, he and his Gremlin associates have made it rich and won back 
every last Soulstone they gambled away through the correct application of his phenomenal “luck.”

• Ten Thunders: The Ten Thunders are quite adept at knowing the price of a man, and a Guild judge 
is no exception. Their bribes ensure that the man is found guilty, given a control collar to control his 
transformations, and sentenced to hard labor in a chain gang working on the railroads. Midway through 
his first week, the man suffers a terrible “accident” that severs his hands and nearly kills him. When he 
awakens in a doctor’s bed days later, he learns, to his horror, that his hands have been replaced with 
pneumatic claws and that some sort of device has been imbedded in his chest. The overseer soon arrives 
to explain the situation: the Ten Thunders have implanted a device similar to a control collar in his chest, 
allowing them to control his transformations… or to detonate it if he refuses to follow their orders.


